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A moment-based kinetic theory model for polydisperse gas–particle flows
Abstract
Starting from a generalized population balance equation and the Boltzmann–Enskog collision model for hard
spheres, a kinetic theory model for polydisperse gas–particle flows is presented. Here, polydispersity results
from spherical particles with the same material density but different diameters. The particle size distribution
(PSD) of the particles is allowed to evolve in space and time due to physical processes such as mixing. In order
to treat a continuous PSD, the particle-phase model is formulated in terms of the moments of the PSD, and
velocity moments conditioned on the particle size. Velocity moments up to second order are included,
resulting in transport equations for the mass, momentum and granular temperature, all conditioned on the
particle size. In the numerical implementation, the PSD is represented using quadrature-based moment
methods (QBMM). With QBMM, a continuous PSD can be treated using a relatively small number of
moments as compared to class or sectional methods. Here, a realizable numerical algorithm for solving the
moment system in a finite-volume code is proposed, valid for dilute systems wherein frictional forces are
negligible. The ability of the proposed model to describe polydisperse gas–particle systems is demonstrated
using cluster-induced turbulence and riser flow.
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Starting from a generalized population balance equation and the Boltzmann–Enskog collision 
model for hard spheres, a kinetic theory model for polydisperse gas–particle flows is presented. 
Here, polydispersity results from spherical particles with the same material density but different 
diameters. The particle size distribution (PSD) of the particles is allowed to evolve in space and 
time due to physical processes such as mixing. In order to treat a continuous PSD, the 
particle-phase model is formulated in terms of the moments of the PSD, and velocity moments 
conditioned on the particle size. Velocity moments up to second order are included, resulting in 
transport equations for the mass, momentum and granular temperature, all conditioned on the 
particle size. In the numerical implementation, the PSD is represented using quadrature-based 
moment methods (QBMM). With QBMM, a continuous PSD can be treated using a relatively 
small number of moments as compared to class or sectional methods. Here, a realizable numerical 
algorithm for solving the moment system in a finite-volume code is proposed, valid for dilute 
systems wherein frictional forces are negligible. The ability of the proposed model to describe 
polydisperse gas–particle systems is demonstrated using cluster-induced turbulence and riser flow. 
 




The polydispersity of solid particle characteristics, such as size, shape, and surface 
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roughness, is ubiquitous in engineering applications of gas–particle flows. Differentiated particle 
properties, like the particle size distribution (PSD), have repeatedly been shown to greatly 
influence the overall hydrodynamics and mixing in chemical reactors, such as fluidized bed and 
risers, altering their overall productivity and performance. However, the polydispersity of particle 
properties is often ignored or greatly simplified when numerical simulations of these types of 
flows are carried out, mostly due to the lack of tractable computational models and simulation 
tools. 
The currently available modeling approaches of polydisperse gas–particle flows can be 
broadly classified into two categories based on how the kinetic equation of the particle phase is 
solved, i.e., the Eulerian–Lagrangian (EL) method and the Eulerian–Eulerian (EE) method. 
Although the EL method, in which the PSD can be directly prescribed to the sizes of distinct 
particles, has gained popularity in recent years, it is still computationally expensive for most 
engineering applications. With the EE framework, the traditional class method is often used for 
polydisperse systems, in which several distinct classes/types of particles are treated as separate 
solid phases to approximate the PSD. Hence, this approach is also often referred to as the 
‘multi-fluid’ model, and has been developed based on various polydisperse kinetic theories [1, 2, 
9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 18–23, 29, 40, 44–47, 49]. 
Generally speaking, kinetic theory models in the literature fall into two broad categories: 
(1) near-equilibrium or mixture models that employ a Chapman–Enskog expansion about the 
mixture velocity and mixture temperature; and (2) multi-fluid models that consider the individual 
‘species’ velocities and temperatures. For the former, the mass balances for the species contain 
diffusive fluxes to represent the spatial flux relative to the mixture velocity, as in done in the theory 
of multi-component molecular gases [14]. Furthermore, such theories often consider only the 
kinetic (and not the collisional) fluxes, which is acceptable for very dilute flows. For gas–particle 
flows, the drag flow of the gas on the particles is velocity dependent and, hence, not conservative 
from the perspective of the particles. Moreover, the drag leads to size-dependent particle velocities 
that cannot be easily accommodated in mixture models. For this reason, multi-fluid models are the 
most flexible choice for gas–particle flows. In any case, the underlying Boltzmann–Enskog kinetic 
equation is the same for mixture and multi-fluid models. It is only the resulting moment equations 
(or hydrodynamic description) that changes. In this work, in order to accommodate size-dependent 












Concerning the multi-fluid description, an important property inherited from the 
Boltzmann–Enskog kinetic equation is the indifferentiability principle [1, 16]. In words, this 
principle states that when all particle properties are identical, the multi-fluid description must 
reduce to the monodisperse description. As discussed in [1], many of the multi-fluid models 
proposed in the literature do not satisfy the indifferentiability principle. In this work, the transport 
equations for the multi-fluid model are derived directly from the Boltzmann–Enskog kinetic 
equation for velocity moments up to second order [27, 30, 50], and therefore satisfy the 
indifferentiability principle by construction. 
Many of the existing multi-fluid models for dense polydisperse granular flows focus on the 
momentum and granular energy source terms due to polydispersity, i.e., particle–particle drag [12, 
45] and granular-energy dissipation. Both mixture [9, 22, 23, 49] and multi-fluid [13, 18, 21, 31, 
40, 46] models have been proposed for gas–particle flows. The mixture models are extensions of 
multicomponent kinetic theories for collisional fluxes with ad hoc frictional spatial fluxes. 
Furthermore, the spatial fluxes are usually treated using a Newtonian-fluid model for each particle 
type [46], with the corresponding viscosity and conductivity models. In reality, the forces between 
particles affect the continuum of the entire solid phase, rather than those artificially classified as 
individual ‘fluids’. Therefore, instead of modeling these spatial fluxes using a class-based method, 
it is more reasonable to model them using a moment-based method, which is able to treat the 
polydisperse particle phase as a whole [30]. The moments referred to in this work are the 
multivariate moments of the particle joint mass–velocity number density function (NDF). Using 
the higher-order mass moments and velocity moments up to second order conditioned on the mass, 
we propose a polydisperse multi-fluid model, in which the particle-phase collisional and frictional 
fluxes are treated with a Newtonian-fluid model based on the ‘moment-averaged’ velocity and 
granular temperature. 
Another shortcoming of the existing multi-fluid models for polydisperse gas–particle flows 
is that they are computationally expensive when simulating a wide PSD, which is often the case in 
engineering applications. Representing the PSD by discrete classes is similar to using the Euler 
method to integrate a continuous function, which requires a large number of intervals to be 
accurate. As is well known, the best numerical integration method for closed integrals is Gaussian 
quadrature, which is much more accurate and efficient than the Euler method. Therefore, it is 












computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [30, 56]. In this work, we also introduce a numerical 
algorithm for solving the proposed moment-based kinetic theory using a mass–velocity 
quadrature-based moment method (QBMM). In addition to representing efficiently a continuous 
PSD, the QBMM is well-suited for treating more complex flows with mass exchange between 
phases, and aggregation and breakage of particles [8, 30]. For clarity, in this work we do not 
consider changes in particle size, but such effects can be treated numerically using standard 
operator splitting approaches [30]. Furthermore, the time-explicit, realizable numerical algorithm 
is designed for dilute or moderately dilute flows where frictional effects are negligible. In flows 
with densely packed regions, implicit methods must be developed in future research in order to 
avoid the intractably small time steps associated with explicit solvers. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the governing 
equations for the polydisperse kinetic theory model. To understand the structure of the proposed 
model vs. class-based models, in Sec. 3 we describe the numerical method to solve the equations 
with quadrature-based moment methods. In Sec. 4, simulation results using the proposed model 
are provided for cluster-induced turbulence and riser flow, with both discrete and continuous PSD. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5, and the extension of the numerical algorithm to handle 
dense gas–particle flows is briefly discussed. Details related to binary systems and the numerical 
coupling with the gas phase are given in the appendices. 
 
2. Governing equations for collisional, polydisperse gas–particle 
flows 
In this section, we present the conservation equations for collisional particle flows derived 
from the kinetic theory of granular flows (KTGF) coupled with volume-averaged equations for the 
gas phase. The detailed calculations of the collisional integrals can be found in [30], and are 
applicable for the case where the particle masses do not change during collisions. In the following 
equations, subscripts p  and g  stand for the quantities of the particle and gas phases, 
respectively. For simplicity and clarity, the gas phase is treated as incompressible with constant 
density. When referring to the particles, the term ‘size’ will be used to indicate the particle mass or 
the diameter, depending on the context. Here, we restrict our attention to spherical particles with 













2.1. Gas-phase mass and momentum balances 
The gas phase is governed by mass and momentum balances. The former is 
 = 0g g g g g
t




 U  (1) 
where 
g  is the gas-phase density and g  is the fluid-phase volume fraction. The latter is 
   = .g g g g g g g g g g g gpp
t
     

     

 U U U I g M  (2) 
=gp pgM M  is the momentum-coupling term due to drag and gas-phase stresses: 
  = .pg gp g p p g p gK p      M U U  (3) 
where 
gpK  is the drag coefficient and pU  is mass-averaged particle velocity defined below. For 
a monodisperse system, = /gp p p pK     where p  is the drag time scale, p  is the particle 
density (assumed constant and the same for all particles), and 
p  is the particle-phase volume 
fraction. The gas-phase viscous stress tensor g  is modeled as a Newtonian fluid with an 
effective viscosity that can depend on the particle-phase volume fraction. The fluid pressure 
gp  is 
determined from the constraint =1g p  . Note that neglecting virtual-mass and lift forces in (3) 
is justified when p f  , as is the case in gas–particle flows. 
 
2.2. Particle phase 
The generalized population balance equation for the joint mass–velocity NDF, ( , )f  u , 
can be written as [30] 
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 (4) 
where the particle mass   defines the particle diameter ( )pd   by 
 
3= ( )p v pk d    (5) 




 for spheres.  ,A u  represents acceleration due to the 












interactions (e.g. the Boltzmann–Enskog collision operator). Here we assume that (binary) 
hard-sphere collisions do not change the masses of the two colliding particles. This assumption 
implies that only the particle velocity distribution conditioned on the particle mass is needed to 
evaluate the collision integrals [30]. Furthermore, for clarity, we neglect processes that change the 
particle mass such as mass transfer between phases. Such processes would add terms for transport 
in mass phase space to (4) [30], which are not needed for describing how the particle phase is 
modeled in the presence of mass polydispersity. 
 
2.2.1. Collisional flows 
In collisional flow regimes, the average particle velocity can be found using a multi-fluid 
(hydrodynamic) description. The joint mass–velocity NDF can be then represented by 
    , = ( ) ( ), ( )f n g    Uu u  (6) 
where ( )n   is the NDF for particle mass, and ( , )g u  is the isotropic Gaussian distribution 














u  (7) 
Thus, ( )U  is the mass-conditioned average particle velocity, and ( )  is mass-conditioned 
granular temperature. In a monodisperse flow, the NDF for particle mass is a delta function 
centered at the unique particle mass and, hence, mass-conditioned variables are the same as those 
appearing in the monodisperse model. The second-order velocity covariance equations needed for 
the full anisotropic Gaussian model [27, 50] can be found in [30], and would be needed for 
modeling dilute gas–particle flows [26]. Here we focus on the collisional regime wherein the 
collisional time scales are small. An ad hoc extension to the dense regime where frictional 
processes are dominate is included in the model equations. In practice, a dedicated numerical 
scheme employing implicit algorithms for time advancement of the moments would be needed to 
treat the dense regime [35]. 
As stated in the introduction, the primary objective of the work is to present the governing 
equations for the particle phase needed to treat cases with a continuous PSD. At the same time, 
these equations should be valid for a discrete PSD (i.e., the mass NDF is a finite sum of weighted 












momentum balances for the particle phase from (4), let us first define the following three moment 
sets: 
 := ( )d , := ( ) ( )d , := ( ) ( )d , .s s ss s sM n n n s          
  
   U  (8) 
In words, 
sM  is the mass moment of order s , s  is the 
s -mass-weighted velocity, and s  is 
the s -mass-weighted granular temperature. With these moments, we can also define the s
-mass-averaged velocity and granular temperature for s  as 
 := / , := / .s s s s s sM MU  (9) 
Note that =1s  corresponds to the mixture mass and mixture momentum of the particle phase. 
Thus, the particle-phase volume fraction is 
1:= /p pM  , the mixture velocity is 1 1:= /p MU , 
and the mixture granular temperature is 
1 1:= /p M . For the special case of monodisperse 
particles, only the five moments with =1s  are needed. A binary mixture with fixed masses is 
discussed in 6. For polydisperse particles, the simplest quadrature-based reconstruction of ( )n   
requires = 0,1,2,3s . Here we derive the multi-fluid model for arbitrary, finite, non-negative 
integer values for s , which is needed to describe cases where the PSD evolves in time and space. 
The latter will occur, for example, when two batches of polydisperse particles with different mean 
particle sizes are mixed in a fluidized bed. 
 
2.2.2. Mass and momentum balances 
By integrating (4) over mass phase space (0, )   and velocity phase space 
3 , we 
can obtain the transport equations for the three moment sets in (8). The transport equation for mass 
moments, 
sM , is 






  (10) 
in which the convective flux can be written in terms of 
sU : 







 U  (11) 
Note that each moment has its own characteristic velocity, and thus that there is no diffusive flux 
appearing in (11), as would be the case in a mixture model where the convective flux involves 
1.U  












value of s  needed to describe the polydisperse particles. 
The transport equation for s -mass-weighted velocity, s , is 
  , ,
1 1
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Z   g A  (12) 
where 
,u s
 is the spatial free-transport (or kinetic) flux: 
 , := ( ) ( ) ( )d ,
s
u s n    

 U U  (13) 
and 
s
 is a flux term due to the particle-phase kinetic and collisional pressure tensor: 
 , , , ,:= 2 , := ( ) ( )d , := ( ) ( )d
s s
s v s s s v s p v s p vP P p n n          
 
  I S  (14) 
with the s -dependent strain-rate tensor defined by 





s s s s
 
   
 
S I  U U U  (15) 
In the Euler limit, 
s  is null and only the isotropic pressure ,v sP  is needed. In this limit, the 
spatial fluxes in the polydisperse model are strictly hyperbolic. As discussed in [30], the collision 
integrals leading to 
,v sP  are exact for integer values of s , i.e., they do not depend on the shape of 
the velocity distribution function. On the other hand, 
s  results from the Chapmann–Enskog 
expansion about a Maxwellian distribution. 
In words, the generalized momentum flux in (14) is modeled as a Newtonian fluid where 
the strain-rate tensor is defined using the s -dependent velocity 
sU . This flux model is different 
than the ‘standard’ model where the mass-conditioned velocity ( )U  is used to define the 
strain-rate tensor, and the viscosity ( )p   does not depend on the other masses. Using (14), the 
particle-phase viscosity 
s  is an averaged quantity that couples all the particle masses in the 
system. Thus, the momentum flux for particles of a given mass will depend on how they interact 
through collisions with all other particles masses in the system. For a system of monodisperse 
particles, the above relations for ,v sP  and s  reduce to those found in previous KTGF models for 
=1s  [e.g. 13, 24]. 
For the closures in (14), the KTGF coefficients are calculated from the mass-conditioned 
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p
p v p p
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    (17) 
where the volume fraction of particles with mass   is related to the NDF by 











e  .1 The final term in (16) is 
exact, while that in (17) is an approximation for the collisional contribution which is accurate up to 
a constant of order one in particle diameter [30]. The hard-sphere collision parameters2 for 
particles with equal density are 
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y . The 
energy function is defined by 
           2
1
, = | | ,
3
E         U U  (21) 
and in the monodisperse limit = 2 pE  . Note that this energy function definition is one third of 
the energy scaling factor concept  ,E    used in [30]. The radial distribution function for 
polydisperse particles is computed using [41] 
                                               
1 Although not done here for clarity, the restitution coefficient can be generalized to depend on particle type. 
2 For particles with different densities, (16) and (17) still hold but the parameter ,   depends on the masses: 
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pd   is the number-averaged value of ( )
n
pd  . In the monodisperse limit, this expression 
for 
0g  reduces to the Carahan–Starling equation [6]. More accurate, but also more complicated, 
models for  0 ,g    are available in the literature [17]. 
Note that, unlike in previous KTGF models for polydisperse flows, the second terms on the 
right-hand sides of (16) and (17) account for the effect of collisions between particles of masses   
and   on the apparent pressure and viscosity of particles of mass  . For monodisperse particles, 
the expressions in (14) yield the correct expressions for monodisperse KTGF. As described in 
[30], the closed conditional pressure in (16) is exact for hard-sphere collisions, while the 
conditional viscosity in (17) comes from a Chapman–Enskog expansion. It is interesting to note 
that the granular pressure for particles of mass   has contributions due to self-collisions and to 
collisions with particles with other masses  . The latter may, in fact, be the major contribution 
when the conditional velocity difference     2| | U U  is large relative the granular 
temperature   . The dependence of  ,E    on the mean velocity difference is a direct result 
of not using the mixture velocity to define the conditional granular temperatures. It is remarkable 
that 
, ( )p vp   in (16) is exact, and independent of the form of the velocity distribution function 
[30], a fact that was apparently overlooked in other models for polydisperse particles [18, 40]. 
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where =Fr 0.05 N/m 2 , 
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and   is the angle of internal friction of particles. A typical value for the limiting parameter is 












Standish model [55]. As is also the case for monodisperse particles, the phenomenological model 
in (23) is not accurate for static granular flows [43]. Thus, the polydisperse KTGF will at best be 
qualitatively correct for such cases. Nonetheless, any improvements in the frictional model for 
monodisperse cases can be implemented into the present model by changing the definition of 
pZ  
in (23). For the numerical algorithm in Sec. 3, we do not consider the frictional terms as they 
require special treatment [35], which is beyond the scope of this work. 
On the right-hand side of (12), the first term arises due to gravity and buoyancy forces. The 
acceleration source term in (12) from the gas-phase drag force, 
sA , can be calculated from 
  
 
   
24
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   UUA  (24) 
where  Re   is the particle Reynolds number for particles with mass   and  DC   is the 
corresponding drag coefficient. The time scale  p   is thus size dependent and reduces to 
Stokes drag for very small Reynolds numbers. The term 
,u s
 is the particle–particle collision 
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where the collision time scale is defined by 
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, , , ,=            and, hence, ( , ) = ( , )c c      . As expected, the collision time 
scale depends on E , and not just on the granular temperatures. In other words, for finite-size 
particles, collision can occur due to differences in the mean velocities as well as to the uncorrelated 
velocities components. Unlike the collisional pressure , ( )p vp  , which is exact, the collision time 
scale results from approximating the velocity distribution functions as Maxwellian [30]. 
Note that, using (25), yields ,1 =u 0  due to conservation of momentum. Also notice that 
the effect of particle–particle friction is also considered in (25), namely the so-called hindrance 
effect with a coefficient fC  [12]. However, the model for this term is different from what was 













2.2.3. Granular energy balances 
The granular energy balances are found from the second-order velocity moments by 
subtracting off the contributions due to the mean kinetic energy [30]. The resulting transport 
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where the convective flux, 
,s , and three source terms due to mean velocity gradients sB , fluid 
drag 
,s  and collisions ,s , are defined by 
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s
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Similar to 
s
, the flux 
sQ  is closed using a gradient-diffusion model: 
 := , := ( ) ( )dss s s sK K k n    

 Q  (30) 
where ( )k   is the mass-conditioned granular conductivity: 
    30 , , ,
15 6
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32 5
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
     (31) 
As with the particle viscosity , ( )p v  , the final term in (31) is an approximation for the collisional 
contribution, which is accurate up to a constant of order one. The mass-conditioned collisional 
dissipation is defined by 
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For elastic collisions ( =1 ), the collision term ,1 = 0  due to conservation of energy. 
Otherwise, particle–particle collisions result in a loss of granular energy ( ,1 < 0 ). Note that the 
dissipation due to friction is also included in the final term in (32), but will not be used in the 
numerical examples below. At equilibrium, an isolated, polydisperse, elastic, granular system 
(without fluid drag) will have zero conditional velocity  U  due to (25) and, due to (32), 












In summary, the governing equations for polydisperse gas–particles flows are given by (1) 
and (2) for the gas phase; and (10), (12) and (27) for the particle phase. For monodisperse particles, 
the latter are solved for =1s , while for polydisperse particles additional values of s  are needed 
to close the system (see Sec. 3 for details). In order to illustrate the application of the proposed 
polydisperse KTGF model, in 6 we discuss the forms of the model equations for a binary system 
with fixed diameters 
1d  and 2d . A complete discussion of this case can be found in Chapter 6 of 
[30]. Compared to other KTGF models proposed in the literature for which the particle-phase 
pressures have the same form as for monodispere flows, here the exact expressions of the pressures 
are coupled through the energy function ( , )E    defined in (21). Physically, this implies that 
even if particles of one type have zero velocity and zero granular temperature, their momentum 
flux may be nonzero due to the presence of other particle types. 
 
3. Quadrature-based moment method for polydisperse particles 
As for any moment-based method, the numerical algorithm for solving the moment 
transport equations must be designed such that the moments are always realizable [52, 54]. For 
example, the size moments must satisfy a Hankel matrix constraint at every time step [7, 30]. In 
particular, if the sizes are fixed in a binary system, the numerical discretization of the spatial fluxes 
in the governing equations must guarantee that the size moments remain on the boundary of 
moment space and do not change the sizes (i.e., only the number concentration changes). 
Likewise, for the velocity moments, one must ensure that the conditional velocity covariance 
matrix is non-negative at every time step, which will depend on how their spatial fluxes are 
discretized in time and space. 
Another complication for dense gas–particle flows is that the granular pressure becomes 
very large when the solids volume fraction becomes close-packed due to frictional contacts. For 
monodisperse systems, this constraint is handled implicitly [33, 35, 37, 38]. For polydisperse 
systems, the same implicit scheme could be used for 
1M , but at the same time the other moments 
sM  must be treated in a consistent and realizable manner. As is well known [26, 28, 32, 36, 39, 
51, 52, 54, 57], it is very challenging to develop implicit and/or high-order numerical schemes for 
moment equations that are also realizable. Thus, in this work, we limit our attention to first-order, 












dilute to moderately dilute flows (e.g., < 0.1p ) such as risers. Fluidized beds, and other dense 
gas–particle flows, cannot be efficiently solved using an explicit solver because the speed of sound 
in the solid phase tends to infinity at close-packed conditions. 
 
3.1. NDF approximation using quadrature 
We consider two different cases when solving the moment transport equations given in 
Sec. 2. In the first case, the particle mass distribution is approximated by several distinct fixed 
particle masses, which is similar to the idea behind the traditional class method. In the second case 
the true NDF is continuous and thus can be approximated by Gaussian quadrature, with which the 
NDF is modeled by dynamically adapted abscissas. This difference can be explained with the 
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with abscissas  . The mass moments sM  can then be computed as follows: 
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   (34) 
When the masses   are fixed, the number of moments needed is =M N  (i.e., equal to the 
number of ‘particle phases’). Specifically, the N  unknown weights w  are calculated from the 
moment set 
sM  with (0,1, , )s N , by simply solving the following linear equation: 
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 (35) 
which is well posed if the abscissas are distinct (i.e., all particle masses are different). However, 
unlike with Gaussian quadrature, there is no guarantee that the weights will be non-negative when 
solving (35). In practice, negative weights can result when the transport equations for 
sM  are 
solved using unrealizable and/or inconsistent numerical schemes. Thus, in general, it is preferable 
to use Gaussian quadrature and to check whether the numerical scheme is consistent (e.g., that the 












When the masses 
  are not fixed, and are dynamically adjusted according to given 
moments with Gaussian quadrature rules, they must be computed directly from the size moments 
using a moment-inversion algorithm [30]. The number of moments needed to compute both the 
weights w  and abscissas   is = 2M N , i.e., (0,1,2, ,2 )s N . In this work, to avoid 
negative particle masses and increase the computation stability and robustness, the Gauss–Radau 
quadrature is used with a fixed lower abscissa [11], 
0 > 0 , which is the smallest particle mass in 
the system. Except in degenerate cases where the moments correspond to a NDF composed of less 
than N  delta functions, the abscissas will be distinct and the weights positive. For degenerate 
cases, the value of N  is reduced (locally) such that all weights are nonzero. In closed systems 
with exactly N  particle types, the abscissas found from the moment-inversion algorithm should 
not change. If the abscissas do change, this is an indication that the numerical scheme is not 
consistent with the model equations, and therefore should be corrected. 




 can be computed with the conditional velocity and granular 
temperature U  and   of mass   particles as follows: 
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where, by definition, 0 s  for all s  and the equality holds if and only if all   are null. Using 
these two relations, the particle velocity and granular temperature for node  , U  and  , can 
be found by solving the following well-posed linear system: 
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The realizability constraint 0   is verified after solving (37). Any   (starting with the most 
negative) that does not satisfy the constraint is set to zero, and the others are recomputed after 
removing the equation for the highest-order moment (e.g., 
N
). This step is repeated until all   
satisfy the realizability constraint. 




, needed to compute U  and 












the simulation and = 3N , three mass moments, three 
s
 moments, and three 
s
 moments are 
needed to calculate nine unknowns , ,w  U . If Gaussian quadrature is used to approximate the 
mass NDF, i.e., 
  is not fixed, three more higher-order mass moments are needed to compute the 
three unknown 
  using quadrature rules. If some of the weights becomes zero, (i.e., the system 
has less than N  distinct masses), then the corresponding columns/rows must be removed from 





 are needed. 
Once w ,  , U , and   are calculated from the moments, they can be used to close 
the integral source terms appearing in the transport equations. For example, the particle pressure, 
viscosity, and conductivity coefficients can be computed as 
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E        U U , etc.. In other words, all of the 
integrals used to define the source terms in the model equations are replaced by sums using the 
quadrature rule [30]. For dilute flows, the source terms in the moment equations can be treated 
explicitly in time. However, care must be taken to ensure that mass, momentum, and (for elastic 
collisions) granular energy are conserved at the discrete level. 
 
3.2. Numerical algorithm 
As we discussed in our previous work [26, 37], operator-splitting methods can be used to 
solve the moment transport equations for mass moments, 
sM , mass-averaged velocities s , and 
s
, in which the spatial free-transport fluxes will be accounted for using kinetic-based scheme 
first, and the collisional fluxes and source terms are computed separately next. For dilute systems, 













3.2.1. Free-transport moment fluxes 
Using operator-splitting, the free-transport spatial fluxes are accounted for by solving the 
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in the context of a cell-centered, finite-volume approach. Applying Gauss’ theorem for each cell, 
the divergence terms for the spatial fluxes are computed using a kinetic-based scheme as follows: 
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(42) 
where the index f  indicates the faces of the finite-volume cell, and the subscripts “pos" and 
“neg" represent, respectively, the positively and negatively interpolated face values of quadrature 
node information based on the surface vector 
fS . This is similar to the upwind flux splitting used 
in compressible flow solvers. In this work, first-order upwind interpolation of quadrature nodes is 
used, but higher-order, kinetic-flux schemes are also available [51, 52]. In general, it is crucial to 
use kinetic-based schemes to guarantee the realizability of the mass moments 
sM  subject to 
spatial transport. This is especially true for cases where the size abscissas should remain constant. 
 
3.2.2. Collisional fluxes and source terms 




 are only partially updated. The collisional 
spatial fluxes, acceleration and collision source terms in (12) and (27) are accounted for by solving 
the following equations, written in terms of 
sU  and s , with sM  fixed in time and 
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where the drag and granular energy dissipation coefficients can be computed with quadrature as 
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with 
, := ( )p p     and , , := ( , )c c       . The two source terms due to deviations from the s
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It is interesting to note that for =1s , the velocity source term becomes 
 ,1 1 ,=0= /
N
u pw      U U . This manipulation of source terms allows us to solve the two 
equations semi-implicitly to improve its stability and convergence. Note that the realizability 
constraint for granular temperature requires 0 s  for all s . 
 
3.2.3. Boundary conditions 
When solving the transport equations (43), the partial-slip wall boundary model introduced 
in [25] can be used for particle velocity 
sU  and granular temperature s  as follows: 
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where  , = / 6 3w s s   is the wall-collision velocity, and w  is the angle of internal friction 
between particles and the wall surface. The wall-normal velocity components are null. For the gas 
phase, no-slip boundary conditions are applied at walls. 
 
3.2.4. Solution procedure 













1. Initialize all variables { , , , }w    U , compute { , , }s s sM , and gas-phase variables 
{ , , }g g gp U . 
2. Update { , , }s s sM  due to free-transport spatial fluxes using a kinetic-based scheme with 
{ , , , }w    U . 
3. Perform moment inversion, update { , , , }w    U  from moment set { , , }s s sM  
resulting from Step 2, and calculate = /s s sMU  and = /s s sM . 
4. Calculate all source terms appearing in transport equations (43): 
,v sP , s , sK , s , s , 
,u s
, and 
,s , using the quadrature rule with { , , , }w    U . 
5. Solve transport equations (43) semi-implicitly to account for the collisional fluxes and 
source terms. 
6. Update =s s sM U  and =s s sM  , and update conditional velocity quantities 
{ , } U  from moment set { , }s s  using mass quadrature information { , }w  . 
7. Repeat from Step 2 to obtain convergence on variables 
1 1 1{ , , }M U . 





9. Use PIMPLE algorithm to solve the transport equations for with the gas phase to update 
gU  and gp  (see 7 for details). 
10. Repeat from Step 2 to advance in time. 
The PIMPLE algorithm in OpenFOAM is a combination of the pressure-implicit split-operator 
(PISO) and the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE) algorithm, which is 
superior to PISO in stability when solving transient problems and allows larger time steps. This 
solution procedure can be applied to gas–particle flows that are not in the frictional regime (i.e., 
, ,p p fr min  ) at any location in the flow domain. 
 
4. Example simulations 
The algorithm described in the previous section was tested and its behavior was examined 
for three test cases. The first two cases are performed in a 2-D periodic domain for cluster-induced 












the binary particle system described in 6), the other initialized with totally segregated particles 
with two PSD centered around significantly different mean particle sizes. The interest of the 
bi-disperse case is to illustrate that the numerical algorithm preserves the two particle sizes when 
Gaussian quadrature is applied to the four size moments. In other words, the kinetic-based 
schemes must be able to keep the size abscissas constant and modify only the weights. The interest 
of the second case is to show that the numerical algorithm can treat mixing between two different 
PSD by adjusting the size abscissas (i.e., the size abscissas adapt to the local PSD mixture). The 
third test case is a bi-disperse 3-D vertical riser case with periodic inflow/outflow conditions. The 
interest of this case is to illustrate the particle size segregation induced by the presence of solid 
walls. All cases use the gas–particle physical properties listed in Table 1. The initial particle 
volume fraction is = 0.02p  for all three cases. The Wen and Yu drag model [53] is used in these 
simulations. 
 
Table 1: Parameters employed in gas–particle flow simulations. The parameters appearing in the 
wall boundary conditions are only needed for the riser case. 
=1000p  kg/m
3  =1g  kg/m
3  5= 1.8 10g
  m 2 /s 
= 0.98e  = 0.98we  = 9.81 yg e  m/s
2  
= 0.25  = 0.1s  = 0.25w  
 
4.1. Bi-disperse CIT with constant particle diameters 
The dimensions of the computation domain are 0.05  0.2 m 2 , with a uniform 
computational mesh, 100400. The binary system has diameters 
1 =d 0.1 mm and 2 =d 0.3 mm 
with equal mass fractions. The average vertical gas velocity in the CIT cases is maintained at 0 m/s 
by a body force in the gas-phase momentum equation [5]. The simulation is run long enough for 
the moment fields to become fully developed. Example plots of the size moments and average 
particle diameter at the same time instant are shown in Fig. 1. The moment fields are used in the 
Gaussian quadrature algorithm to compute the fields for the weights and abscissas shown in Fig. 2. 
As expected for a binary system, the two particle-diameter fields are uniform, corresponding 












clusters seen in CIT. Thus, the spatial variation of 
pd   shown in Fig. 1e arises due to differences 
between the volume-fraction fields in Fig. 2, the latter caused by the size-dependent fluxing 
velocities in the size-moment transport equations. The size-dependence of the vertical velocity 
components and the granular temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. As could be anticipated from the 
physics, the smaller particles experience stronger drag and hence have lower vertical velocity. 
Likewise, due to their smaller mass, the smaller particles have higher granular temperature. 
 
Figure 1: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for 
0M , 1M , 2M , 3M , and average particle 
diameter 
pd   in the bi-disperse CIT case. 
 
Figure 2: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for volume fractions and diameters (calculated 
from quadrature abscissas  ) in the bi-disperse CIT case. Subscript “0” indicates the 0.1 mm 
particles and “1” the 0.3 mm particles. The corresponding moment fields are shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Figure 3: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for vertical particle velocity and granular 
temperature of the two particle sizes in the bi-disperse CIT case. Subscript “n” is used to 
differentiate these fields from the s -mass-weighted velocities and granular temperatures. 
 
In Fig. 4, some sample statistics are presented for the bi-disperse CIT case. In Fig. 4a, 
probability density functions (PDF) for the volume-fraction fields are presented. Interestingly, the 
PDF for 0 1=p    is significantly different from the PDF for the size-specific volume 
fractions, indicating that the later are strongly correlated in a statistical sense. By conditioning on 
the local volume fraction, it is possible to observe this correlation, as shown in Fig. 4b. Here, we 
can see that the fraction of small particles 0 / p   is larger when p  is smaller. On the other 
hand, its standard deviation is highest near = 0.02p , which corresponds to the initial (and 
domain-average) volume fraction, and decreases significantly when p  is high. In Fig. 4c, the 
particle settling velocity conditioned on the local volume fraction is plotted. Recalling that clusters 
correspond to large p , we can observe that particles in clusters have nearly the same settling 













p ). In addition, as expected due to stronger drag, the smaller particles settle more slowly 
in regions outside of clusters, even moving upwards on average due to the faster upward fluid 
velocity in regions outside of clusters [5]. Finally, in Fig. 4d the size-dependent granular 
temperature conditioned on the volume fraction is shown. As observed in previous CIT studies [3, 
5], the granular temperature in clusters is relatively small, with the peak values occurring in front 
of clusters due to compression heating of the particle phase. Here, we can observe that the 
compression heating phenomena is strongest for the smaller particles. 
 
Figure 4: Example statistics from the bi-disperse CIT case. 
 
In summary, the bi-disperse CIT case shows that the proposed kinetic-based numerical 
algorithm for solving the moment transport equations is able to maintain the particle sizes constant 
while accounting for the size-dependent forces and collision terms in the momentum and granular 
energy balances. We should emphasize that spatial transport of the size moments using other types 
of finite-volume algorithms can often lead to non-realizable moments [52] or non-constant particle 
sizes. 
 
4.2. Polydisperse CIT with mixing of two PSD 
For this case, the computational domain is the same as in the previous case, but now 
polydisperse particles are used with two different PSD, one in the top half and the other in the 
bottom half of the domain. At the beginning of the simulation, the PSD in the bottom half is 
represented by two Gaussian quadrature nodes with 
0 =d 0.1 mm and 1 =d 0.2 mm and weights 
corresponding to equal mass fractions. In the bottom half, the mean particle mass is 27 times 
smaller than in the top half; thus, the particle diameters are smaller by a factor of three. As time 
evolves, the two PSD mix together because the settling velocity for the larger particles is faster 
than for smaller particles. As the number of quadrature abscissas is fixed (i.e., = 2N ), the two 
particle diameters must change to capture the mixing. As we shall see below, after the PSD 
become fully mixed (the system is closed due to the periodic boundary conditions), the abscissas 
will reach a uniform state, similar to the one observed for the bi-disperse case. This 
time-dependent behavior is illustrated in Figs. 5–7. At time zero, the mean diameter and abscissas 












PSD to overlap, during which time the values of the abscissas evolve to reflect the degree of 
mixing. Near = 0.03t  s, the 1-D flow becomes unstable, forming “fingers” which eventually 
evolve into clusters. By = 0.15t  s, mixing is nearly complete so that the two abscissas are close to 
being spatially uniform. Note that due to the kinetic-based fluxes for the size moments, the 
abscissas evolve monotonously in space (i.e., satisfy a maximum/minimum principle) as expected 
for hyperbolic conservation equations [48]. 
 
Figure 5: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for 
pd   in the polydisperse CIT case at 
different times. 
 
Figure 6: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for 
0d  in the polydisperse CIT case at different 
times. 
 
Figure 7: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for 
1d  in the polydisperse CIT case at different 
times. 
 
4.3. Bi-disperse riser 
The dimensions of the riser are 0.050.50.06 m 3 , with a mesh size, 5630040. Note 
that the mesh is non-uniform in the (wall-normal) x -direction, with =x  0.2 mm next to the 
wall and =x  1 mm at the center of the channel. The expansion ratio of x  in the wall region 
was 1.38 . The PSD in this riser case is the same in the bi-disperse CIT case, while the average 
vertical gas velocity is maintained at 0.5 m/s (see [4] for more details). As in the bi-disperse CIT 
case, the flow is allowed to become fully developed. The size moment equations are solved with 
the kinetic-based schemes, and it was verified that the size abscissas remain unchanged throughout 
the simulation. In Fig. 8, sample fields are shown to illustrate the complexity of the riser flow. As 
observed in earlier work [4], the two-way coupling between the particles and the fluid causes the 
formation of clusters at the walls, which then dominate the flow behavior in the riser. 
Time-averaged statistics are reported in Fig. 9 for each particle size. From Fig. 9a, we can observe 
that the small particles are more likely to be found near the walls as compared to large particles. 












collision terms are relatively small due to the low volume fraction, wall-normal size segregation is 
weak. As seen in Fig. 9c, the difference in settling velocity between the two sizes is small, most 
likely a result of the fact that inside clusters, which concentrate at the walls, all particles have 
nearly the same velocity [4]. Finally, in Fig. 9d, the plots of the granular temperatures show the 
strong effect of the walls, whereas near the center-line the granular temperatures are similar to the 
values observed for bi-disperse CIT. Similar profiles were observed in previous studies [4], and 
show the importance of the wall boundary conditions in riser flows. 
 
Figure 8: Contour plots of the instantaneous fields for volume fractions, vertical velocities, and 
granular temperatures for two particle sizes in the bi-disperse riser case. Subscript “0” indicates the 
0.1 mm particles, and “1” the 0.3 mm particles. 
 
Figure 9: Time-averaged statistics across the channel width for the bi-disperse riser case. 
 
5. Conclusions and discussion 
The primary objective of this work was to derive a model for polydisperse gas–particle 
flows starting from the generalized population balance equation (GBPE) for the joint 
mass–velocity NDF with hard-sphere collisions. For clarity, we considered the solid material 
density to be constant and allowed the particle diameter to vary. However, this restriction is not 
required to evaluate the Boltzmann–Enskog collision terms [30]. Unlike previous derivations in 
the literature, the particle-phase model is written in terms of moments (e.g., mass moments and 
mass-weighted velocity and granular temperature), which arise by integrating over the GPBE. As 
shown in [30], remarkably the mass-weighted collisional pressure tensor can be written in closed 
form using the mass-conditioned variables, and for binary systems (see 6) the granular pressures in 
each particle phase involve the variables from both phases (i.e., the energy function ( , )E   ). The 
models for the collisional viscosity and sources terms also involve the energy function, and 
therefore the flow dynamics of particles of a given size are strongly coupled to all other sizes.  
For polydisperse particles, it is necessary to discretize the size phase space into a finite 
number of representative sizes. Here, we propose to do this using quadrature-based moment 
methods (QBMM). Then, after choosing the number of sizes N , the set of moment equations that 












QBMM. However, as is now well known [30], the closed set of partial differential equations for 
the moments must be solved using numerical algorithms that ensure realizable moments. We thus 
propose an algorithm, valid for dilute flows wherein frictional contributions are negligible, based 
on kinetic-based finite-volume methods; and implement it in OpenFOAM. By applying the 
proposed algorithm to simulate selected test cases, we demonstrate that it has several desirable 
properties, such as keeping the size abscissas constant in binary mixtures. Thus, the proposed 
solution procedure should provide robust simulations of dilute, polydisperse gas–particle flows. 
We should note that extending the moment equations to include the velocity covariance (i.e., the 
Anisotropic Gaussian model [50] used in [26, 27]) is also possible, and may be needed for very 
dilute flows wherein collisions are infrequent. 
For dense systems (e.g., fluidized beds), the frictional terms are dominant, but cannot be 
treated efficiently with the time-explicit solver used for dilute flows in this work. Hence, further 
research is needed to develop a solution algorithm for dense, polydisperse flows, such as the one 
for monodisperse particles in [34]. Once a robust dense flow solver is available, it can be combined 
with the dilute flow solver from this work as is described in [26]. Further investigations on the 
range of validity of proposed gas–particle flow can then be initiated (e.g., the rate of segregation of 
binary, hard-sphere mixtures in fluidized beds [8, 12]). Another natural extension of the 
particle-phase model that can be treated in the framework of the GPBE would be to allow for 
particle size changes during collisions. In practice, size change will introduce new source terms in 
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Appendix A. Application of the polydisperse KTGF model to a 
binary particle system 
The generalized population balance equation in (4) can be applied to systems with a finite 
number of fixed particle sizes. For a binary particle system with fixed sizes, the NDF is 
 
1 1 2 2( ) = ( ) ( )n N N          (A.1) 
where 
1 2,N N  are the number concentrations of each particle type with constant masses 1 2,  , 
respectively. For a binary system the generalized population balance equation in (4) reduces to a 
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u u  for each particle type. 
The expressions for the collision terms on the right-hand side of (A.2) are described in detail for 
hard-sphere collisions in [30], as well as the resulting expressions for the velocity moments up to 
second order. Here, we present the moment transport equations found from the governing 
equations given in the main text in order to demonstrate the equivalence between the two 
derivations. 
Using (A.1), the moment sets appearing in the particle-phase model for a binary system can 
be expressed as 
 
1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2= , = , =
s s s s s s
s s sM N N N N N N         U U  (A.3) 
where the two number concentrations, two velocities U , and two granular temperatures   
depend on space and time. If the values of 
1  and 2  are known, then = 0,1s  are used to find 
the six unknown fields. However, if the sizes are not known, then we can add 
2M  and 3M  and 
use QBMM to find 
1  and 2 . In general, the latter will only be needed when physical processes 
are added that change the masses, which is not the case here. In any event, the model equations 
must yield the same results with or without solving for 
2M  and 3M . This fact can be used to 
verify the numerical implementation as done in the main text. 
For the mass balances, we can use (A.3) to write 
 1 2
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Note that with a mixture model, (A.4) would have diffusive fluxes with non-trivial constraints 
[49]. For the momentum and granular energy balances, we must check to see how the size-specific 
momenta and energies depend on the moments. 
The transport equation for the s -mass-weighted velocity for a binary mixture is 
 1 1 2 21 2 , 1 1 2 2 ,
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where the spatial flux is 
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and the source terms are 
    1 1 1 2 2 2 , 1 1 1 2 2 2
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Note that aside from the abscissas, only the final term involving 
sS  in (A.6) depends on s . Thus, 
we can collect all other terms on the left-hand side of (A.5), and then set = 0s  and =1s  to find 
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Multiplying (A.9) by the particle masses, and using 1 1 1 2 2 2= , =p pN N       to define the 
volume fractions, we can find a more familiar form for the two-fluid momentum balances in each 
solid phase wherein each particle type is advected by it own velocity, pressure, etc. Note that most 
of the manipulations needed to find (A.9) require the two abscissas to be constant. 
The viscous stress tensors found from the second term on the left-hand side of (A.8) will 
not be uncoupled (as is usually assumed) for the two solid phases unless 
0 1=S S , which will only 
occur if the size moments are advected with identical velocities. Furthermore, the granular 
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are also coupled due to collisions between the two particle types. As shown in [30], the expressions 
in (A.10) are exact for binary, hard-sphere collisions. The first term on the right-hand side of 
(A.10) in the kinetic contribution, while the second term arises due to collisions between like 
particles. The third term is due to collisions between unlike particles and couples the two phase 
pressures. In other words, even if 
1 = 0  and 1 =U 0 , the granular pressure is phase 1 need not 
be zero due to the presence of the other particle phase. Because 
1,2 2,1 =1y y  and 
3 3
1,2 1,2 2,1 2,1=    , the mixture pressure 1 , 1 2 , 1[ ( ) ( )]p p v p vp p      depends on the relative mean 
velocities as well as the granular temperatures. When the two masses are equal, the above 
equations respect the indifferentiability principle [1]. 
A similar exercise can be carried out for the granular energy equations, and a 
transformation equivalent to (A.8) will be found to yield transport equations for the individual 
granular temperatures. Again, these equations will be coupled due to the collision terms, even 
when 
1  and 2  are constants. In the main text, the moment transport equations are solved 
instead of the solid-phase balances for each type of particle. This has the advantage that one can 
add physical processes that change the particle masses without changing the spatial fluxes for the 
moments. 
 
Appendix B. Semi-discrete solver for gas phase 
The semi-discrete equations for phase-averaged gas velocity from (2) can be written as 
 1 1=g g g g g g g gp     U  g U  (B.1) 
where g  includes the off-diagonal contributions and g  condensates the diagonal 

































Then the gas-phase velocity can be expressed as 
  1=g g g g g g gp     U g  (B.4) 
The face velocity flux for the gas phase can be computed as 
      , 1,= .g g g g g g g f f g g gf f f p      
       S g S S S  (B.5) 
The relation =1g p   and gas continuity equation (1) are used to solve for the gas pressure. 
The gas-pressure equation is obtained by substituting 
g  in place of gU : 
      , , , 1,=
p
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where /p t   is the rate of particle volume fraction change due to particle free transport of mass 
moments 
1M . Once the new fluid pressure field is computed, the gas-phase velocity can be 















 A novel moment-based polydisperse kinetic theory was proposed 
 A realizable numerical algorithm based on QBMM was developed to solve the moment transport 
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 The ability of the proposed model is demonstrated using cluster-induced turbulence and riser flow 
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